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The Inscrutable Question: Two Sacrifices, Three Arrogance Skills, Two Options, One Bad Choice: Cain’s Emotional Revolt, Gen 4:3-7
3)	This is why the genealogy of Genesis 5 is so important.  Never bemoan the “begats.”  In our context, they are very important in establishing the line of Messiah and identifying the targets of the demonic sexual assault on the Messianic line.
4)	A chapter that at first appears to be a very boring read turns out to be very instructive.  Dr. Merrill F. Unger gives us the key to understanding it with his comments in:
Unger, Merrill F.  Unger’s Commentary on the Old Testament.    Vol. 1.  (Chicago: Moody Press, 1981), 33:
The genealogy of Chapter 5, which is drastically curtailed, gives only the name of that person who formed the connecting link in the chain of direct Messianic descent.
Since Adam and the fathers in this list were all quite advanced in life at the time of the birth of the son who is recorded, the presumption is that they were already heads of a very numerous family when he was born and that he is singled out only because of his lineal connection with the coming Redeemer.
5)	Remember that Adam and Eve’s first-born was Cain, an unbeliever, followed by Abel, a believer.  Cain murdered Abel in a major breakdown of anger management.
6)	In the execution of the rituals imposed upon the original family, Abel, a rancher, understood that blood sacrifice was required and brought forth animals whereas Cain, a farmer, decided that vegetables were just as good and offered a tossed salad.
7)	The fact that Abel, a believer, and Cain, an unbeliever, both brought offerings at the same time to the same alter indicates that this was an established date for a major sacrifice as mandated by God and signaled by the luminaries in:
Genesis 1:14 -	Then God said, “Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to distinguish between day and night and let them be the means of indicating the times of sacred assemblies and feasts, and for days and years.”
8)	There was apparently some competition between Cain and Abel.  Cain was an animal-rights wacko, Mother-Earth worshiping, Enviro Mental while Able was humble, submissive to the divine plan for worship, and understood the principle of dominion over the creation assigned to the human race.  The trouble started in:
Genesis 4:3 -	It came about in the course of time that Cain brought his offering to the Lord of the fruit of the ground.
9)	Cain is under satanic influence.  The bringing of vegetables is an effort to acquire salvation by human works, not the recognition of salvation by innocent sacrifice.
Genesis 4:4 -	And Abel, on his part also brought of the firstlings of his flock [ /ax / son /: “sheep”; first fruits concept of sacrifice and worship ] and of their fat portions.  And the Lord had regard for Abel and his offering;
v. 5 -	but for Cain and for his offering He had no regard.  So Cain became very angry and his countenance fell.
10)	Cain obviously did not agree with the use of animal sacrifice as a legitimate expression of worship and through the arrogant skills self-justified the substitution of vegetables.  Cain was zealous for his way of thinking and jealous that Abel’s sacrifice, which Cain abhorred, received the Lord’s approval.
11)	The Hebrew word translated “jealousy” is the noun hanq  / qina / and means either “jealousy” or “zeal.”  Helpful analysis is provided by:
Harris, R. Laird, (ed.).  Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament.  Vol. 2.  (Chicago: Moody Press, 1980), 802-803:
hanq  / qina /: The verb form expresses a very strong emotion whereby some quality or possession of the object is desired by the subject.
12)	The “object” is Abel and the “subject” is Cain.  The “quality or possession” Cain jealously “desires” is that the Lord’s approval of Abel’s animal sacrifice be redirected over to his vegetable sacrifice.  Cain’s jealousy is self-justified by his belief that his sacrifice is better than Abel’s.
The term, qina, may be used in a derogatory sense to denote hostile and disruptive passions or in a favorable sense to denote consuming zeal focused on one that is loved.
13)	Cain is jealous toward Abel because his animal sacrifice is acceptable and zealous over his self-righteous belief that his is better.
The noun form describes the state wherein the subject is dominated by jealousy and zeal whether positive or negative.
14)	Cain is operating in a status quo of unbelief.  His jealousy and zeal move him toward anger and self-deception.  He is angry with the Lord for approving Abel’s sacrifice instead of his.  Cain is self-deluded into believing that his sacrifice is superior to Abel’s and that he can convince the Lord that it should be approved instead.  His anger with the Lord turns to hatred when he learns that the Lord has no intention of favoring his tossed salad over Abel’s sacrificial lamb.
Genesis 4:6 -	Then the Lord said to Cain, “Why are you angry?  And why is your countenance fallen?
v. 7 - “If you do well [ orient and adjust to divine mandates ] will not your countenance be lifted up?  And if you do not do well [ do not orient and adjust ], sin is crouching at the door; and its desire is for you, but you must master it.”
15)	Cain’s status in the Adamic family was based on the Old Testament principle of primogeniture: an exclusive right of inheritance belonging to the eldest son.
16)	This means that as first-born son, Cain would become at Adam’s death the pater familias: head of the household.  When the sacrifices were conducted according to schedule, Cain valued his vegetables as superior to Abel’s animal.
17)	When the Lord rejected Cain’s sacrifice before the entire family it resulted in an inner resentment that was reflected by the expression on his face—his countenance fell. 
18)	The mental attitude behind it was known to the Lord and in verse 6 He asks Cain why he was resentful.  The Lord did not need to know the answer to the question as omniscience already knew.  The line of questioning was designed to alert Cain to his sins.
19)	In addition, the Lord gives Cain an analysis of his thinking: (1) If you do well, i.e., bring the required sacrifice, then you will be accepted.  However, if you do not bring the right sacrifice then you have gone into locked-in negative volition and you are being controlled by satanic influence.  This is the warning of the last half of:
Genesis 4:7b -	“If you do not do well, sin is crouching at the door; and its desire is for you, but you must master it.”
20)	This is the opportunity for Cain to believe in Messiah, bring the appropriate sacrifice and assume his rightful place as priest-designate of Noah’s family.  The warning contains a double entendre: an ambiguity of meaning arising from language that lends itself to more than one interpretation.
	21)	The first key to the double entendre is the word for sin:
		taFj  /chattath /  -	“sin” or “sin offering”
This word can be interpreted either way.  Thus, the Lord is putting a challenge before Cain’s volition.
22)	With reference to “sin,” its meaning refers to Cain’s decision to violate the divine mandate, e.g., bringing vegetables instead of an animal for the prescribed sacrifice.  With reference to “sin offering” it refers to the opportunity Cain has to repent, i.e., change his mind, and bring the required offering.  In other words, the Lord is offering Cain the opportunity for a “do over.”
23)	The options are brought out by the word “crouching” [NASV & NIV] or “lieth” [KJV].  It is the Hebrew verb:
		Jbr / ravas / -		“crouch” or “repose”
24)	If Cain does well and decides to bring the appropriate sacrifice then the required animal lies patiently awaiting him to do so.  The real issue in redemption is the change of mental attitude toward Messiah from which emerges the desire to bring the appropriate sacrifice.
25)	However, if Cain does not do well, then satanic influence lies at the door of his stream of conscience and he will move into intensified bitterness as the passage will demonstrate.
	26)	The next key word is “desire,” the Hebrew verb:
		hqWvT /teshuqa / -		“desire” or “longing”
27)	On the one hand, “desire” refers to Satan’s objective to capture the thinking of Cain, to influence him into committing the heinous act of murdering his very own brother in order to destroy the line of Christ.
1 Peter 5:8 -	Be of sober spirit.  Become vigilant.  Your adversary, the devil, prowls about like a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour.
Peter’s observation refers to the danger faced by the carnal believer.  The application to Cain is that he has been given an opportunity to believe in Messiah and forewarned that should he fail to do so, Lucifer will seize the opportunity to co-opt him into his nefarious scheme.
28)	On the other hand, “desire” refers to the motivation behind the sacrifice, depicted in context as a lamb from the flocks but, as a type, it is representative of the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world.  The Lord is offering Cain a gracious second chance to go positive and then demonstrate that decision by bringing the appropriate sacrifice.
29)	The issue before Cain can only be resolved by his own free will: “… but you must master it.”  The word “master” is the Qal future of the verb: 
		lvm  / mashal / -	Refers to superior rank.
Cain has free will and thus has the power and the authority to make the right choice and in so doing must take the responsibility to rule over the desires of his sinful nature.
30)	Consequently, the primary meaning of the double entendre is the fact that Cain is an unbeliever who is under the satanic influence of Lucifer himself.
31)	The secondary inference is that this does not need to continue, for if Cain takes control over his own body he can “master” his sinful desires, believe that Messiah is his Savior, and bring in the approved sacrificial animal.  The dichotomy is expressed in this paraphrase of:
Genesis 4:7 -	“If you do well by bringing the required sacrifice, will not your change of mind be demonstrated in your facial expression and I will accept your sacrifice?  And if you do not do well, then sin crouches at the door like a roaring lion, as does the required sacrifice of the lamb, lying in repose, which is a type of the Messiah, both of whom desire that you to respond to them, but you must make the final decision by controlling your sinful nature and submitting to the divine mandate.”
	This is the idea behind the verse and thus places Cain at a crossroads, expressed by Ron Block in his lyric to “Which Way Will You Choose?” [© Ron Block (Moonlight Canyon Publishing – BMI), 1996]:

As the world becomes entwined in the lies from Satan’s mind
A leader will arise to take the reins
Which way will you choose?
You’ve got everything to gain
You’ve got everything to lose.


